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Abstract. On 18 April 2002 the Cluster spacecraft crossed through the northern outer magnetospheric cusp region during 16:25–17:55 UT when the solar wind dynamic pressure was rather low (<2 nPa) and IMF \(B_z\) was more negative than IMF \(B_y\). The Cluster data from the FGM, CIS, PEACE, EFW, WHISPER and STAFF instruments reveal that the cusp is structured with three anti-sunward ion flow events of durations \(\approx 1.5, 17.5\) and \(19.0\) min, with bulk plasma flow roughly parallel to the magnetopause toward north. The ion and electron densities within the events are much greater than those outside. The zonal electric field in the ion flow events turns eastward as expected from \(V \times B\) effect. The sharp inward boundaries of the ion flow events cross the four spacecraft in one time sequence, and the outward boundaries of the events cross the spacecraft in the reverse time sequence. The observations studied using magnetosphere and magnetopause models suggest that the structured cusp is a temporal feature that arises due to three inward and outward movements of the magnetopause by about \(1.5 R_E\) so that Cluster, while crossing through the cusp, happened to be in the magnetosheath (ion flow event) and cusp alternately. The magnetopause moved due to the changes in the solar wind dynamic pressure by up to 100%.
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1 Introduction

The magnetospheric cusps, originally proposed as magnetic null points (Chapman and Ferraro, 1930), represent topological boundaries separating the dayside field lines from those extending into the nightside tail lobes. The topological boundaries (or cusps) are observed as longitudinally extended funnel shaped regions in the high latitude dayside magnetosphere, one in each hemisphere, through which solar wind mass and energy can directly enter the magnetosphere and find their way down to the ionosphere without crossing the geomagnetic field lines; there can also be a small reverse flow from the ionosphere to the nightside magnetosphere. The regions sunward and anti-sunward of the cusp openings are termed entry layer (EL) and plasma mantle (PM) (Haerendel et al., 1978). The cusps are also known as favourable regions to observe the signatures of magnetic reconnection between the interplanetary magnetic field and magnetosphere (Dungey, 1961). The mechanisms that populate the cusps and surrounding regions are known to involve magnetic reconnection (Lockwood and Smith, 1992; Onsager et al., 2001) and associated flux transfer events (FTEs) (Russell and Elphic, 1979), precipitation of solar wind plasma through the reconnected field lines as they convect toward nightside, plasma turbulence at magnetospheric boundaries, Kelvin-Helmholtz vortices and plasma diffusion (Haerendel, 1978; Haerendel et al., 1978; Yamauchi et al., 2003; Hasegawa et al., 2004).

The cusp-like regions, though centred at around 80° invariant latitude at magnetic noon at a geocentric distance of \(8 R_E\), are found to extend to about 70° invariant latitudes,
Prior to the Cluster mission, the cusps and surrounding regions have been studied using ground-based and satellite observations, for reviews see Smith and Lockwood (1996), Russell (2000) and Fritz et al. (2003). Using the data from the ISIS and VELA 4B satellites, Heikkila and Winningham (1971) have shown that plasma at different altitudes within the cusp have similar characteristics. The shape, size, location and populating mechanisms of the Cusps have also been revealed using the data from other satellites such as HEOS, Hawkeye, Interball and POLAR (Hedgecock and Thomas, 1975; Haerendel et al., 1978; Farrell and Van Allen, 1990; Zelenyi et al., 1997; Chen et al., 1997; Russell, 2000; Dunlop et al., 2000; Merka et al., 2000; Wing et al., 2001; Sandahl, 2002).

The Cluster mission (Escoubet et al., 2001), consisting of four satellites in a polar elliptical orbit of 4×19.6 $R_E$, inclination of 90° and orbital period of $\approx$58 h, has the main scientific objective of studying small-scale structures and macroscopic turbulence in three dimensions that arise in key plasma regions in the magnetosphere, bow shock and solar wind. The data from the 11 instruments onboard the Cluster satellites independently and together with other satellites and ground-based instruments have provided better understanding of the 3D structure, dynamics and populating mechanisms of the cusps under southward and northward IMF conditions. The data have also revealed the existence of a double cusp structure, and field-aligned currents and plasma instabilities in the cusp (e.g. Bosqued et al., 2001; Kraulakis et al., 2001; Gurnett et al., 2001; Taylor et al., 2001; Decreau et al., 2001; Opgenoorth et al., 2001; Pitout et al., 2001; Réme et al., 2001; Cornilleau-Wehrlin et al., 2003). Recently, Cargill et al. (2005) presented a review of Cluster at the magnetospheric cusps.

The present paper reports the structures observed in the northern outer magnetospheric cusp crossed by Cluster during 16:25–17:55 UT on 18 April 2002. At this time a geomagnetic storm was in progress (Dst $\approx$–100 nT and Kp=5), solar wind dynamic pressure was rather low, and IMF $B_z$ was more negative than IMF $B_y$. The data from the FGM, CIS, PEACE, EFW, STAFF and WHISPER instruments reveal that the outer cusp is structured with three anti-sunward ion flow events. The structured cusp is interpreted as alternate regions of cusp and magnetosheath, which happened due to the inward and outward movements of the magnetopause with respect to Cluster caused by the changes in the solar wind dynamic pressure. The results are presented and discussed using magnetosphere and magnetopause models (Tsyganenko and Stern, 1996; Shue et al., 1998) and orbit visualization tool of the OVT team (2002) (http://ovt.irfu.se/, 2002) in Sect. 3. Section 4 contains a summary. Zong et al. (2004) presented the RAPID data during this cusp event.

2 Data and IMF conditions

The data used for the study include the ion density, ion velocity, ion temperature and ion energy-flux spectrum measured by CIS (Composition Ion Spectrometer) (Réme et al., 2001), electron energy-flux spectrum measured by PEACE (Plasma Electron And Current Experiment) (Johnstone et al., 1997), magnetic field measured by FGM (Flux Gate Magnetometer) (Balogh et al., 2001) and electric field measured by EFW (Electric Fields and Waves) (Gustafsson et al., 2001). The data from the WHISPER (Waves of High frequency and Sounder for Probing Electron Density by Relaxation) and STAFF (Spatio Temporal Analysis of Field Fluctuation) instruments are also used for the electron density, and electric and magnetic waves (Decreau et al., 2001; Cornilleau-Wehrlin et al., 2003). The CIS data are from the HIA (Hot Ion Analyser) instrument that measures the 3-D distribution function of the ions in the energy range from $\approx$5 eV/e to 32 keV/e without mass selection but with a good angular resolution (Réme et al., 2001). The ion density data from the CODIF (Composition and Distribution Function Analyser) CIS instrument is found to have problems during the cusp crossing, and HIA/CIS data are available only from SC1 and SC3. The Cluster data are in GSE coordinate system and have a time resolution of four seconds. The solar wind and IMF conditions are assessed using ACE (Advanced Composition Explorer) data (Skoug et al., 2004). The study also uses the magnetosphere model of Tsyganenko and Stern (1996), magnetopause model of Shue et al. (1998) and orbit visualization tool (http://ovt.irfu.se/, 2002.).

Figure 1 shows the satellite orbit projected on to the X-Z plane that contains part of a model magnetosphere (Tsyganenko and Stern, 1989; OVT, 2002) at 17:00 UT on 18 April, obtained with appropriate input parameters (Dst=-100 nT and Kp=5; solar wind pressure=1.5 nPa and velocity=460 km s$^{-1}$; IMF $B_z$=4 nT, $B_y$=–8 nT and $B_x$=–8 nT). As shown, the orbit during 16:25–17:55 UT passed through the northern outer cusp. The orbit coordinates during the cusp crossing range from X=6.67 $R_E$, Y=–2.5 $R_E$ and Z=8.22 $R_E$ to X=8.02 $R_E$, Y=–3.98 $R_E$ and Z=8.19 $R_E$. The satellite configuration, expanded many times in Fig. 1, is tetrahedron with an intersatellite spacing of approximately 100 km. The inset in Fig. 1 shows the orbit starting (at 18:32:23 UT) after the cusp crossing on 18 April.
Fig. 1. Cluster orbit during 14:00–22:00 UT on 18 April 2002 projected onto the X-Z plane that contains part of a model magnetosphere at 17:00 UT obtained from the T96 model with appropriate input parameters (IMF \(B_y= -8 \) nT, IMF \(B_z= -8 \) nT, Dst=-100 nT, Kp=5 and solar wind pressure =1.5 nPa). The cusp crossings occurred during 16:25–17:55 UT. The inset shows the orbit starting (at 18:32:23 UT) after the cusp crossing on 18 April. The satellite configuration (SC1 – black, SC2 – red, SC3 – green and SC4 – blue, expanded many times and shown for 17:00 UT) is tetrahedron during the crossing. The bottom panel shows the total magnetic field \(B\) measured by FGM on all 4 satellites during 15:30–19:00 UT; the period of the cusp crossing is marked between the vertical lines.

The bottom panel of Fig. 1 shows the total magnetic field measured by FGM during 15:30–19:00 UT. The field undergoes several depressions during the cusp crossing indicating the possibility of a structured cusp. The magnetic field also shows a large depression at around 18:20 UT, which, from the ion density data shown below, does not seem to be part of the cusp.

The prevailing solar wind and IMF conditions measured by ACE are shown in Fig. 2, with a time resolution of 64 s for the plasma data and 16 s for IMF; IMF is in GSM coordinates. As shown by the top panel, the ACE satellite, which was at the L1 point at about 225 \(R_E\) away from the Earth, measured an average wind speed of about 460 km s\(^{-1}\) (at around 15:30 UT). This implies a time delay of about 50 min for the solar wind to reach Cluster giving a relevant ACE period of 15:35–17:05 UT. During this period, the velocity undergoes small fluctuations of less than 2.5\% (12 km s\(^{-1}\)). However, the solar wind density (around 3 cm\(^{-3}\), panel 2) undergoes up to 100\% changes, which, in turn, cause corresponding changes in the solar wind dynamic pressure \(P_{dyn}\) that fluctuates around one nPa (panel 3).

The magnetopause standoff distance (MP in \(R_E\), calculated using the expression \(MP=11.3R_0+0.25B_z\) where \(R_0=(P_{dyn}/2)^{-1/6}\) with \(P_{dyn}\) in nPa and \(B_z\) in nT (Hultqvist et al., 1999), is also shown in Fig. 2 (panel 4). The distance fluctuates between 11 and 14 \(R_E\) during the period of interest. It may be noted that the density, pressure and standoff distance undergo two prominent increases a and c, and comparison with the Cluster data (shown in Fig. 4) indicates that another short-period increase b might have also occurred at around 16:16 UT (when there is a gap in the ACE data). The solar wind azimuthal flow \((V_y)\) (panel 5) changed from about 10 km s\(^{-1}\) to -45 km s\(^{-1}\) and remained at this level during 16:16–17:38 UT. As shown by panels 6–8 (Fig. 2), IMF \(B_x\) is less than 4 nT, \(B_y\) is between -5 and -9 nT, and \(B_z\) is between -8 and -11 nT during the period of interest, and \(B_y\) and \(B_z\) undergo small fluctuations at around 16:45 UT. Since IMF \(B_z\) is southward, magnetic reconnection could occur in
the dayside magnetopause and its effects propagate towards nightside (Lockwood and Smith, 1994; Onsager et al., 2001).

3 Observations and discussion

3.1 Identification of cusp

The plasma data provided by the CIS and PEACE instruments on spacecraft SC3 are displayed in Fig. 3 for the interval 15:00–20:00 UT. As shown, starting from the almost empty northern magnetospheric lobe, the spacecraft passes through the low-energy plasma mantle until about 16:25 UT. At around 16:25 UT there is a drop in total magnetic field (Fig. 1), increase in high energy ion (>1 keV) and electron (>0.2 keV) fluxes, and appearance of magnetosheath like (100 eV) electron flux. This is identified as the satellite entry into the cusp as has been done earlier (Cargill et al., 2001; Bosqued et al., 2001). There is also a drop in low energy (<10 eV) electron flux starting at around 16:25 UT. That, as discussed by Krauklis et al. (2001), is due to the secondary electrons from the satellite being discharged by the arrival of...
magnetosheath like ions, and is therefore a good indicator of the cusp. The satellite exits the cusp at around 17:55 UT, and enters the magnetosphere after passing through an accelerated plasma structure for about 30 min, before entering the magnetosheath. But in what follows, we will concentrate on the time period 16:25–17:55 UT. As the satellite passes through the cusp region, it encounters structures in plasma, fields and waves, which are studied using single satellite and multi-satellite observations.

3.2 Single-point Observations

The velocity, density and temperature of the ions measured by the CIS instrument on SC3 during 15:50–19:00 UT are shown in Fig. 4 which also contains the solar wind dynamic pressure at the top, shifted by 50 min for easy comparison; the time interval between the vertical lines corresponds to the period of interest. As shown by the CIS data, the total ion velocity and its X-component (panel 2, red and black) are small in the plasma mantle (before the cusp). In the cusp region, the total velocity is high (average about 140 km s\(^{-1}\)) and its X-component \(V_x\) undergoes three distinct anti-sunward ion flow events (a, b and c) of duration \(\approx 17.5\) min, 1.5 min and 19.0 min, with the velocity reaching up to \(-110\) km s\(^{-1}\). In between these events, the X-component of the velocity becomes very small. As shown by panel 3 (Fig. 4), the Y-component of the velocity (\(V_y\) in green) is westward and Z-component (\(V_z\) in blue) is northward in the anti-sunward ion flow events, and \(V_z\) (up to 200 km s\(^{-1}\)) is nearly twice as fast as \(V_x\) and \(V_y\), which are nearly equal. That indicates that the bulk plasma flow in the events is directed roughly parallel to the magnetopause surface.

The ion density in the cusp (panel 4, Fig. 4), is much greater than that outside. However, the density (<10.0 cm\(^{-3}\)) is lower than average (Pitout et al., 2001). That may be because the crossing is through the outer cusp. The ion temperatures (bottom panel) are also high in the cusp region, rising up to 10 MK compared to less than 3 MK in the plasma mantle. The temperatures also exhibit anti-correlation with densities; that is, the temperatures are low in the anti-sunward ion flow events and high outside the events. That is consistent with the generally lower ion energy in the ion flow events compared to the regions outside the events (Fig. 3). The parallel and perpendicular temperatures (Fig. 4) exhibit strong temperature anisotropy, with the perpendicular temperature being nearly twice as high as the parallel temperature, compare the red and black curves in the bottom panel.

Though the event considered belong to a period of low solar wind dynamic pressure (<6 nPa), there are significant variations (Figs. 2 and 4), and we will call hereafter the relatively higher values as “high” pressure. A comparison of the CIS data and solar wind data (Fig. 4) indicates that the anti-sunward ion flow events a, b and c correspond to the high solar wind dynamic pressure regions a, b and c. As mentioned above, the short-period high pressure region b is assumed to occur within the data gap, and there is a small time shift between the high pressure region c and the corresponding ion flow event. That may be because we assumed a constant time shift of 50 min while the solar wind velocity fluctuated (Fig. 2). The coincidence of the solar wind dynamic pressure and Cluster data suggests the possibility of the structured cusp arising from the inward and outward movements of the magnetopause with respect to Cluster, which will be
The CIS data during 15:50–19:00 UT on 18 April 2002 and solar wind dynamic pressure (top panel), shifted by 50 min. The CIS data are the total ion velocity in red and its X-component \( V_x \) in black (panel 2), \( V_y \) and \( V_z \) components (panel 3), ion density (panel 4), and parallel (black) and perpendicular (red) ion temperatures (panel 5) measured by HIA/CIS on Cluster SC3. The time interval (16:25–17:55 UT) between the vertical lines corresponds to the period of interest; a, b and c are anti-sunward ion flow events during 16:38:42–16:56:10 UT, 17:00:10–17:01:40 UT, and 17:29:15–17:48:28 UT.

Figure 5a shows the magnetic field components \( (B_x, B_y, \text{and } B_z) \) measured by FGM on SC3. The field components, like the ion velocity components (Fig. 4), undergo sharp changes at the boundaries of the anti-sunward ion flow events, which are numbered 1 to 6 in \( B_y \) (Fig. 5a). A comparison of the field components shows that the total field is dominated by \( B_z \).

The duskward electric field measured by EFW on SC3 is shown in Fig. 5b (bottom panel). The field is perpendicular to the GSE X axis and is in the spin plane of the spacecraft. Since the spin plane is close to the ecliptic plane, the duskward direction is close to the GSE Y axis. The electric field (Fig. 5b) shows three eastward regions a, b and c, which could be caused by the ion velocity events (Fig. 3) through \( V \times B \) effect, in this case through \( V_x \times B_z \) effect. On the other hand, if the electric field changes are initiated first (possibly through space charge separation), then that can act as the source for the ion velocity changes. The bottom panel of Fig. 5b compares the measured (black) and calculated (red) \( V_z \) component of the ion velocity; the velocities, including the velocity spikes, agree well. However, the calculated velocity \( (E_y \times B_z) \) is not shown after 18:15 UT as the velocity undergoes abnormally large fluctuations due to the field \( (B_z, \text{Fig. 5a}) \) fluctuating around zero.

Figure 6 shows the magnetic and electric wave intensities measured by STAFF and WHISPER on SC3. As shown,
3.3 Multi-point observations

Figure 7 shows the X-component of the ion velocity (top panel) and ion density (middle panel) available from the HIA/CIS instruments in satellites SC1 (black) and SC3 (green), and electron density from the WHISPER instruments in all satellites (bottom panel). As shown, the ion velocities and ion densities from the two satellites are equal except for very small difference in densities in the ion flow events (a, b, and c). The electron densities from different satellites also show some differences. The ion and electron

strong magnetic and electric waves are generated in the cusp region as noticed in case studies (e.g. Grison et al., 2005) and statistical studies (e.g. Cargill et al., 2005). At around each magnetic field rotations (numbered 1 to 6 in Fig. 5a), the magnetic wave power generally maximises in a way that is known to occur at magnetopause crossings (Rezau et al., 2001). The wave intensities in the medium frequency ranges noted in the figure alone are shown. The low and high frequency waves are also found to undergo similar variations.

---

**Fig. 5.** (a) Magnetic field components $B_x$, $B_y$ and $B_z$ (bottom panels) from FGM on Cluster SC3 during 15:50–19:00 UT on 18 April 2002. The cusp crossing period (16:25–17:55 UT) is marked between the vertical lines. The inward and outward boundaries of the anti-sunward ion flow events (a, b and c) are numbered 1 to 6 in $B_y$. (b): Eastward (positive) electric field measured by EFW on Cluster SC3 during 16:00–19:00 UT on 18 April 2002 (top). The bottom panel compares the calculated (red) and measured (black) ion velocity $V_x$. The velocity is calculated ($V_x = E_y \times B_z$) using the electric field $E_y$ in the top and magnetic field $B_z$ in Fig. 5a.
Fig. 6. Intensity of the magnetic waves (10–180 Hz) parallel to the magnetic field measured by STAFF (top) and intensity of the electric waves (10–20 kHz) measured by WHISPER (bottom) on Cluster SC3 during 15:50–18:50 UT on 18 April 2002.

Fig. 7. X-component of the ion velocity (top panel) and ion density (middle panel) from HIA/CIS on Cluster SC1 (black) and SC3 (green), and electron density (bottom panel) from WHISPER on SC1 (black), SC2 (red), SC3(green) and SC4 (blue) during 16:00–18:15 UT on 18 April 2002. The time interval (16:25–17:55 UT) between the vertical lines corresponds to the period of interest; a, b and c are anti-sunward ion flow events.
densities (middle and bottom panels) exhibit similar features and agree reasonably well in the anti-sunward ion flow events. However, outside the events, the ion densities are lower than the electron densities. That may be due to the presence of cold ions hidden to the CIS instruments when the ion flow velocity is low (Sauvaud et al., 2001).

As discussed above (Fig. 4), the anti-sunward ion flow events correspond to the high pressure regions in the solar wind, which suggests the possibility of the structured cusp arising from the inward and outward movements of the magnetopause with respect to Cluster. The possibility is illustrated in Fig. 8 which contains the locations of the magnetopause and Cluster at certain times of interest, obtained using the magnetopause model of Shue et al. (1998). The model assumes that the magnetopause is rigid and responds instantaneously to the changes in the solar wind pressure and IMF $B_z$.

The magnetopause and Cluster locations in Fig. 8 correspond to the ACE and Cluster times noted in the inset, with Cluster times in brackets. The black, green and cyan curves and respective circles correspond to three typical ACE times (15:45 UT, 16:08 UT and 16:30 UT) when the solar wind dynamic pressure is low, which also correspond to the Cluster times before the first, second and third ion flow events (Fig. 4). As shown by these curves and circles, the Cluster is inside the magnetopause (outer cusp) when the solar wind pressure is low. When the pressure is increased, Cluster is at or outside the magnetopause (or in the magnetosheath) as shown by the red, blue and magenta curves and respective stars (Fig. 8). Hence Cluster measured the plasma, fields and waves (Figs. 3–7) in the outer cusp when the solar wind dynamic pressure was decreasing and in the magnetosheath when the pressure was increasing, and the later corresponds to the anti-sunward ion flow events. Note that the red and blue stars and green circle in Fig. 8 touch.

The first increase in the solar wind pressure (Fig. 4, top panel) has compressed the magnetopause by about 1.5 $R_E$, and Cluster is found to touch the magnetopause about five minutes later (compare the black and red curves, and red curve and red star in Fig. 8). However, the Cluster data (Figs. 3–7) show that Cluster entered the magnetosheath (first ion flow event) at the time corresponding to the beginning of the first increase in the solar wind pressure. The difference may be due to the uncertainties of the model (Shue et al., 1998) and time resolution of solar wind (64 s). Other parameters like solar wind azimuthal flow or IMF components (Fig. 2) do not show any change at the beginning of the first ion flow event. At the end of the first high pressure, the magnetopause retreats by about 0.75 $R_E$ and Cluster happens to be inside the magnetopause (outer cusp) again as shown by the green curve and circle (Fig. 8). The above process is repeated at the second and third increases in the solar wind pressure; Cluster happens to be in the magnetosheath when the pressure is high (compare the blue and magenta curves and stars) and in the magnetosphere (outer cusp) when the pressure is low (cyan curve and circle). The sharpness of the ion flow boundaries (Fig. 5a) also agree with the rapid response of the magnetopause to the changes in the solar wind pressure (Shue et al., 1998).

3.4 Ion Flow Boundaries

The observations also show that the four spacecraft cross the sharp inward boundaries (Fig. 5a) of the ion flow events in one time sequence, and their outward boundaries in the reverse time sequence. That is found to be clearer in the magnetic field and ion velocity data contained in Figs. 9 and 10 that show 2 min of the data centred around the boundaries. Figure 9a shows the crossing of the first inward boundary in all magnetic field components ($B_x$, $B_y$ and $B_z$). The boundary is crossed in sequence by the satellites SC4, SC1, SC2 and SC3. Figure 9b shows the crossing of all the inward and outward boundaries, the $B_y$ component alone is shown. As shown, all the inward boundaries (1, 3 and 5) are crossed in the same sequence (SC4, SC1, SC2 and SC3) and outward boundaries (2 and 4) are crossed in the reverse sequence (SC3, SC2, SC1 and SC4). Figure 10 is similar to Fig. 9b but for the ion velocity. As with the magnetic field (Fig. 9b), all the inward boundaries (1, 3 and 5) in ion velocity (Fig. 10)

Fig. 8. Location of magnetopause obtained from the model of Shue et al. (1998) and Cluster at certain times of interest: Before the first ion flow event a (16:35 UT, black), in ion flow event a (16:51 UT, red), after ion flow event a (16:58 UT, green), in second ion flow event b (17:01 UT, blue), after ion flow event b (17:20 UT, cyan) and in third ion flow event c (17:40 UT, magenta). The curves show magnetopause locations at ACE times and symbols (stars for times in ion flow events and circles for times outside the events) show Cluster locations at Cluster times (in brackets). Cluster and MP positions are shown in same colour.
are crossed in the same sequence (SC4, SC1 and SC3) and all the outward boundaries (2 and 4) are crossed in the reverse sequence; no CIS data is available from SC2.

The observed sequence of crossings of the ion flow boundaries can also be understood in terms of the inward and outward movements of the magnetopause with respect to Cluster, discussed above. As shown by the spacecraft configuration (inset in Fig. 10, and Fig. 1), the pairs of spacecraft SC4–SC1 and SC2–SC3 are oriented roughly parallel to the magnetopause, the pair SC4–SC1 is closer to the magnetopause, and spacecraft SC4 leads along the orbit; the spacecraft separation is very much enlarged. With this configuration, as the magnetopause moves inward (due to increased pressure), it could cross the satellite pair SC4–SC1 first and SC2–SC3 later as observed. Later, when the magnetopause moves outward (due to decreased pressure), it could cross the satellite pairs in the reverse sequence as observed.

Zong et al. (2004), who presented the RAPID data during this Cusp event, discussed the event in terms of the changes in the solar wind azimuthal flow and IMF $B_y/B_z$. They considered three low density regions (triple cusp) among two high density regions (ion flow events). Following their discussion (Zong et al., 2004), the spacecraft, after crossing the first low density region (first cusp), were flying through the ion flow (high density) region. At that time (around 17:05 UT, Cluster time), the solar wind azimuthal flow changed from about 10 km s$^{-1}$ to $-$50 km s$^{-1}$. The wind velocity pulse in the -Y direction would cause a dynamic pulse to push the magnetosphere (and the ion flow region) dawnward and hence the spacecraft entered the low density region for the second time (second cusp). While the azimuthal flow remained high, IMF $B_y$ and $B_z$ showed sharp changes; IMF $B_y$ jumped from $-8.0$ nT to $-12.0$ nT and IMF $B_z$ changed from $-9.0$ nT to $-6.5$ nT (Zong et al., 2004). Since the enhanced IMF $B_y$ was about twice as large as $B_z$, the reconnection site shifted to a high latitude region (dawnside, anti-parallel). Hence the spacecraft again entered the ion flow (high density) region. The dawnside field would then be eroded, moving the dawnside magnetosphere earthward and the cusp to lower latitudes. That caused the spacecraft to enter the low density region for the third time (third cusp).
Though Zong et al. (2004) also considered the cusp event as alternate regions of cusp and magnetosheath, their discussion seems to be inadequate to explain the observations. For example, “the starting of the first ion flow event (high density) is not discussed (seems to have assumed as a natural entry of Cluster into the magnetosheath), second short-lived ion flow event is not considered, explanation for the starting of the next (second in Zong et al.) ion flow event does not hold because IMF $B_y$ is less negative than IMF $B_z$ (present Fig. 2, IMF in GSM), erosion of the dawnside field needed for the low density region (third cusp) to return again to spacecraft is not clear, cusp is considered to extend to the end of the solar wind azimuthal flow (18:28 UT, Cluster time) though the plasma characteristics become different after about 17:55 UT, and sequence of crossings of the ion flow boundaries does not agree with the lateral (or longitudinal) back and forth movements of the magnetosphere with respect to Cluster”.

Spatial effects such as twisted magnetic field lines, with low and high density plasma among them, can occur during $B_y$ dominant IMF (Maynard et al., 2001; Wing et al., 2001). However, in the present case, IMF $B_y$ is less than IMF $B_z$ and IMF has shown only one change during the cusp crossing (Fig. 2). Hence, IMF undergoing complicated twisting, with four low density and three high density plasma regions among them, seems very unlikely. In short, the structured cusp, with three anti-sunward ion flow events, is a temporal feature that arises due to three inward and outward movements of the magnetopause by about 1.5 $R_E$ while Cluster crossed outward through the cusp (Fig. 8). The magnetopause moved due to the changes in the solar wind dynamic pressure caused mainly by the changes in the solar wind density (Fig. 2).

4 Summary

Cluster observations of an outer magnetospheric cusp structured with three anti-sunward ion flow events have been presented using the data from the FGM, CIS, PEACE, EFW, STAFF and WHISPER instruments. The four Cluster spacecraft crossed through the northern cusp during 16:25–17:55 UT on 18 April 2002 when a moderate geomagnetic storm was in progress, solar wind dynamic pressure was rather low (<2 nPa), and IMF $B_z$ was more negative than IMF $B_y$. The satellite entry in the cusp is identified by drop in total magnetic field, increase in high energy ion and electron fluxes, appearance of magnetosheath like (100 eV) electron flux, drop in low energy (<10 eV) electron flux, and starting of high intensity magnetic and electric waves. The ion density and temperature in the cusp are anti-correlated, and ion temperature exhibits strong anisotropy.

The three anti-sunward ion flow events are found to have durations of $\approx$1.5, 17.5 and 19.0 min, with bulk plasma flow roughly parallel to the magnetopause surface. The ion and electron densities within the events are greater than those outside. The zonal electric field in the ion flow events turns eastward as expected from $V \times B$ effect. The sharp inward boundaries of the ion flow events cross the four spacecraft in one time sequence, and the outward boundaries of the events cross the spacecraft in the reverse time sequence. The observations studied using magnetosphere and magnetopause models suggest that the structured cusp is a temporal feature that arises due to three inward and outward movements of the magnetopause by about 1.5 $R_E$ so that Cluster, while crossing through the cusp, happened to be in the magnetosheath (ion flow event) and cusp alternately. The magnetopause moved due to the changes in the solar wind dynamic pressure by up to 100% caused mainly by the changes in the solar wind density.
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